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THE SILENT PARTNER
AND

OTHER STORIES OF TRUTH

In this collection of emotive short stories,
Juliet Castle reveals the spirit behind life's play
“Allow yourself to see it. Courageously. You have been invited. To meet The Silent Partner.”
What ignites the spark from which you live your life? Are you led by your animal instincts, your bodily urges and
needs? Are you driven by your addictive habits, your preferences, mental constructs, and emotional surges? Or are
you sourced from your soul, living by intuitive knowing, inspired by truth? What do you need to see to become
limitless and free? Juliet Castle answers these questions in The Silent Partner and Other Stories of Truth.
In this intimate arrangement of emotive short stories each story holds its own mystique and discovery. The collection
is a weaving of intertwined insights into human struggle and its triumphant collision with spirit. Inspired by
Shakespeare, Aesop’s Fables, and the Brothers Grimm, the author’s message is hidden from view, yet subtly present.
“Each story leads to a discovery initially veiled from view. The stories tell just enough to let the imagination take
over and transport the individual to a ‘place’ from which they can relate personally. The reader may be compelled to
read stories over again and can see them from a new perspective, enhancing their understanding each time,” says
Juliet of her book.
The Silent Partner and Other Stories of Truth is a creative literary collection spiritually influenced by the author’s
exposure to death and immortality early and throughout her life and her persistent efforts to discover the
transparency of spirit manifesting itself through nature, human interactions, and within her self.
JULIET CASTLE has been writing all her life as “the hidden poet who didn’t know it”. She came to realise
that she sees life as a poet does and began to use her artistry as she progressed in life. Juliet and her Romeo
reside on Vancouver Island, Canada.
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